We Recommend—Some States Require Installation of Road Lamps in Pairs

UNITY ROAD LAMPS ARE LEGAL EVERYWHERE

Quickly and Easily Installed on any Car - Truck - Bus

One Bolt BOTH fastens the Unity Road Lamp securely to Bumper arm and sets lamp head back, forward or to side, as desired.

Adjustment under head gives tilt and side angle desired.

Wiring detail is simple. Any mechanic can quickly make installation.

At night, fog, rain, snow, mist, dust and other adverse weather conditions make a mirror which reflects the white light from high-mounted headlamps, causing blinding glare.

Under such conditions, turn off headlamps and with a pair of Unity Road Lamps mounted low on bumper of your car, their non-glare amber beam lights up the road under fog, etc.,—reflection is reduced to the minimum—and the eye, not being blinded, sees farther and one can drive faster with safety.

Most auto accidents happen at night—because of poor visibility.

Unity Road Lamps put light where needed—when needed—assuring safety to driver and passengers, or cargo, as the case may be.

UNITY ROAD LAMPS GIVE MORE LIGHT—MORE SAFETY—THAN ANY OTHER LAMPS—AND THEY COST ONLY FIVE DOLLARS EACH. THEY PAY FOR THEMSELVES EVERY TIME USED.

Shipping weight: Single lamp in carton, 5 pounds. Standard package: 12 lamps, 58 pounds.

Super Road Lamp can be supplied with Crystal, Orange, Blue or Red Lens, of same design as Amber, without extra charge.